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Abstract 1 
The coffee ring effect commonly exists in droplet deposition patterns, which fundamentally affects 2 
scientific research and industrial applications, like pharmaceutical purification, salt manufacturing, etc. Some 3 
researchers have tried different solutions to control the distributions of droplet deposition patterns, but most 4 
control deposits by adjusting droplet characteristics. In this work, droplet deposition patterns with different 5 
wettability are investigated by both localized and substrate heating. A whole process of droplet evaporation is 6 
recorded. The droplet generally evaporates from constant contact radius (CCR) mode to constant contact angle 7 
(CCA) mode, and CCR stage occupies the most of time. Experimental results show that, without any chemicals, 8 
laser induced local heating transitions particle deposition patterns from ring-like structure to dot-like patterns on 9 
a hydrophilic surface, driving most saline solvent to the center. Meanwhile, a hydrophobic surface is also 10 
investigated showing that the particles tend to assemble at the central area, but the pattern is slightly different 11 
compared to that on hydrophilic surface. In addition, physical mechanisms of local heating and heating from 12 
substrate are also explored in the present study. 13 
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1 Introduction 15 
Coffee ring effect is a stain pattern deposited by non-volatile solute of liquid after 16 
evaporation, which is named due to the ring-like deposition after complete evaporation. However, 17 
coffee ring effect is not welcomed in many industrial applications, such as pharmaceutical 18 
purification[1, 2], salt manufacturing[3, 4], inkjet printing[5-7], DNA microarrays[8-10], 19 
nanotechnology[11-15] and so on. Therefore, it has encouraged many researchers to explore 20 
effective methods to control the distribution of the drying of suspension droplets actively, and 21 
study on the mechanism of different deposition patterns. 22 
Droplet evaporation can be typically classified in two modes, constant contact radius (CCR) 23 
mode and constant contact angle (CCA) mode[16]. The interests in droplet deposition pattern 24 
research was inspired after ring stain was firstly proposed and analysed by Deegan[17]. Heated 25 
from the substrate uniformly, the evaporation flux at the edge is evidently higher than other 26 
positions, forcing particles inside to transport from central area toward to periphery for 27 
compensating the solvent loss. Eventually, evaporation flow carries the central particles to the 28 
edge, resulting in most solute deposited at the edge, forming a ring-like structure. 29 
In order to suppress the formation of deposits, scholars have made many efforts on controlling 30 
the distribution of deposition patterns. Mainak et al.[18] experimentally suppress coffee ring effect 31 
under volatile condition, which is able to assist Marangoni flow. Dan Soltman et al.[5] investigated 32 
contributions of droplet spacing and temperature on droplet deposition pattern. In their research, 33 
they found an optimized condition to control the size of pattern. Alexandros Askounis et al.[19] 34 
studied on biodrop deposition and found that morphology of biodrop can change the ratio of CCR 35 
and CCA in the process of evaporation. In addition, Chen et al.[20] experimentally showed the 36 
onset time for CCR-CCA transition and the critical base size at the Cassie-Wenzel transition 37 
exhibit remarkable dependence on the surface roughness. And also, many researchers [17, 21-24] 38 
 
   
found that Marangoni flow and capillary flow are two significant factor influencing deposition 39 
pattern and tried to subject formation through balancing them. 40 
On the other hand, droplet evaporation is a ubiquitous phenomenon that can be observed in 41 
nature, such as rain drops falling on lotus leaf, dew drop on the windshield. In the evaporation 42 
process, the surface can be self-cleaned[25, 26] without water stain due to its hydrophobic property. 43 
Moreover, in the evaporation process, liquid phase water absorbs heat from surrounding and 44 
change into vapor phase[27], which also affected the distribution of sediment in nature. Therefore, 45 
it is inspired from the nature that the study of wettability on the distribution of deposit can be an 46 
efficient method to control droplet deposition pattern without additional chemicals. 47 
Most scholars are trying to control droplet deposition patterns with chemicals. However, 48 
many applications cannot change the characters of solutions in order to control the distribution of 49 
deposition patterns. Inspired by droplet focusing on collecting solar energy, if enough energy is 50 
collected in a local area, uneven heating will affect the flow motion in the droplet due to the 51 
temperature gradients. This work aims to explore an effective method to control the distribution 52 
droplet deposition patterns without chemicals. The deposition patterns of saline solution with 53 
different wettability are experimentally investigated by heating from apex and substrate 54 
respectively. Meanwhile, the whole process of droplet evaporation is recorded. Physical 55 
mechanism of such phenomenon in different conditions is also analysed. 56 
2 Fabrication of materials for coating on the substrate  57 
In this work, saline droplet, as a soluble solution, can disperse solutes better than the mixture, 58 
but is not affected by gravity and dispersibility. Therefore, it can better understand the effect of 59 
local heating on the distribution of the deposition patterns by the saline solution. The saline 60 
droplets are prepared by dissolving sodium chloride powders (NaCl, >99%) into deionized water. 61 
 
   
The solutions were first stirred for half an hour. There are two batches with the saline concentration 62 
of 2.0%. Substrate heating and local heating are both conducted on hydrophobic and hydrophilic 63 
surface respectively. 64 
The hydrophobic material coated on the substrate in the experiment is a combination of 65 
nanoparticles and functional materials in solution[28]. Silica (SiO2) nanoparticles (fumed powder) 66 
with average size 7nm and poly dimethyl siloxane (PDMS) solution (Molecular weight 95000, 67 
Fluka) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Firstly, PDMS is dissolved in the white spirit solvents, 68 
forming the solutions with a concentration of 6 wt.%, prior to adding nanoparticles. The SiO2 69 
nanoparticles with 7nm are then dispersed into solution with concentration of 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0% 70 
w/v respectively. Among them, 2.0%w/v exhibits better hydrophobic property than other 71 
concentrations.  72 
For hydrophilic surface, magnetic nanofluids are coated on the substrate, which are 73 
synthesised by two-step method. FeCl3·6H2O and FeCl2·4H2O are firstly dissolved in deionized 74 
water. After removing oxygen through nitrogen for 15min, ammonium hydroxide is added to 75 
solution under vigorous stirring with temperature of 60°C. With aid of ultrasonic treatment, 76 
precipitate collected is then modified by citric acid, and finally disperses into base liquid[29]. 77 
PDMS-SiO2 and magnetic nanofluids are both deposited onto the substrate through air brush 78 
system. The coated substrates are dried in an oven with 40°C for 2 hours. Subsequently, the treated 79 
substrates are kept at ambient temperature for 2 days before experiments. As shown in Fig.1 and 80 
Fig.2, the contact angle of hydrophobic surface is 111.91°, and the contact angle of hydrophilic 81 
surface is 25.96°. 82 
 
   
 83 
Fig.1 Contact angle of hydrophobic surface coated by PDMS-SiO2. 84 
 85 
Fig.2 Contact angle of hydrophilic surface coated by magnetic nanofluids. 86 
3 Experimental set-up 87 
The experimental set-up is as shown is Fig.3 The saline drop has strong spectral absorption 88 
performance when the wavelength of the spectrum is in the infrared region, which is beyond 89 
780nm. In order to supply heat source from different directions, we applied a 500mW laser system 90 
with the wavelength of 1.2µm, which means that saline solution is able to absorb heat from the 91 
induced laser. Meanwhile, it is located from the apex of saline droplet with the concentration of 92 
2wt.%. In addition, the volume of saline is 2µL, which is controlled by pipette for each test. A 93 
phantom v640 CCD camera is used to record the whole process of evaporating saline droplet. 94 
LEDs array illuminators are used to ensure that CCD camera has enough exposure. In the 95 
 
   
experiment, the test substrates are coated with hydrophobic and hydrophilic materials respectively. 96 
Ambient conditions are controlled by the control unit throughout the whole evaporation process. 97 
 98 
Fig.3 Experimental set-up for deposition patterns of saline droplet with both local and substrate heating on different wettability. 99 
4 Results and Discussions 100 
4.1 Evaporation modes and deposit patterns with different heating and wettability 101 
Evaporation process has been investigated on both hydrophilic and hydrophilic surfaces. 102 
Generally, saline droplet evaporation process with different wettability can be divided into 103 
different modes, constant contact radius (CCR) mode, constant contact angle (CCA) mode and 104 
mixed mode, which transiting from CCR mode to CCA mode. CCR mode is an extreme case that 105 
a drop evaporating with the fixed contact line over the lifetime. Simultaneously, contact angle 106 
decreases in order to adapt to the volume loss. For CCR stage, it is an ideal condition that contact 107 
line recedes with the constant contact angle. In terms of mixed mode, it is closer to the actual 108 
condition, a drop start to evaporate with CCR mode where the contact line is pinned, contact angle 109 
simultaneously decreases until it reaches receding contact angle, at which point the contact line 110 
begins to slide. As shown in Fig.4, saline droplets are experimentally investigated with different 111 
 
   
wettability and heating directions respectively. All the progressions are standardized to its relative 112 
time, T/T0, where T0 is the time for complete evaporation, T is current evaporation time. All 113 
experimental results in four groups ((a), (b), (c), (d)) show that CCR stage occupies most of the 114 
time, of which T/T0 is at around 0.8. This ratio is beneficial for the saline solvent to transport to 115 
the edge. 116 
 117 
Fig.4 Record for evaporation process from substrate heating to localized heating on both hydrophilic and hydrophobic surfaces. (a) 118 
2μL saline droplet evaporation process heated from substrate on hydrophilic surface; (b) 2μL saline droplet evaporation process 119 
heated from apex on hydrophilic surface; (c) 2μL saline droplet evaporation process heated from substrate on hydrophobic surface; 120 
(d) 2μL saline droplet evaporation process heated from apex on hydrophilic surface. 121 
Fig.4 (a) and (b) compare the effect of both local heating from apex and substrate heating on 122 
the distribution of the saline deposition patterns with same hydrophilic surface. In the experimental 123 
results of (a) and (b), the substrate heating shows a typical ring-like structure as shown in Fig.5 124 
(a). When it comes to local heating from apex, ring-like structure still exists, but the amount is 125 
reduced. In addition, a clear dot-like pattern appears at the heating point of droplet centre as shown 126 
in Fig.5 (b). 127 
 
   
   128 
Fig.5 Substrate and local heating of saline deposition patterns on hydrophilic surface. 129 
In terms of hydrophobic surface, different heating directions are still investigated from apex 130 
and substrate with some wettability. Compared to hydrophilic group, the deposition patterns of 131 
substrate heating show nearly the same results, most saline particles assemble along the contact 132 
line as shown in Fig.6 (a). When it comes to the localized heating from apex, different wettability 133 
shows different distributions. For hydrophilic surface, most saline particles transport from contact 134 
line to central area, forming dot-like deposition pattern, but barely saline particles are deposited 135 
between the edges and the central region as shown in Fig.5 (b). On hydrophobic surface, particles 136 
at the edge also tend to cumulate at central area. However, many deposits around between 137 
boundary and centre, which makes deposition pattern more uniform as Fig.6 (b). 138 
        139 
Fig.6 Substrate and local heating of saline deposition patterns on hydrophobic surface. 140 
 141 
 
   
4.2 Mechanism of substrate heating and local heating with different wettability 142 
For substrate heating, the temperature distribution along air-liquid interface of the saline 143 
droplet at 25C was experimentally measured as shown in Fig.7 The experimental results show 144 
that there is a evident temperature gradient between apex and the edge along the liquid-air interface 145 
throughout evaporating process. Along droplet surface, the apex of droplet is always the coolest 146 
temperature point, while surface temperature along contact line is the highest temperature point, 147 
which leads to more solvent losing at the saline droplet boundary than that at centre. Meanwhile, 148 
CCR mode occupies most of the evaporation process, of which T/T0 is at around 0.8. Therefore, 149 
the boundary of the saline droplet is fixed on the contact line, which means the saline solvent must 150 
flow from droplet centre toward to the edge to compensate losing solute along the contact line. 151 

































Fig.7 Surface temperature distribution profiles at 25C. 153 
When drying completely, most solvent has already been transported and deposited along the 154 
contact line, forming a ring-like deposition pattern shown in Fig.8 (a). Meanwhile, in this 155 
migration process, rush hour behaviour also makes a great contribution based on mass balance. 156 
The evaporation from the saline surface trigger the internal flow, meanwhile, saline evaporation 157 
flow rate remains approximately constant over the evaporation process. Since the boundary needs 158 
 
   
to be replenished from the centre constantly, a steady flow towards to the droplet boundary is 159 
generated in the droplet. Moreover, the height of saline droplet is decreasing due to constant 160 
volume loss during evaporation process, which can be characterized by a contact angle. Therefore, 161 
same amount of solvent has to be squeezed through an area which is vanishing, inducing a 162 
diverging radial velocity. Rush hour behaviour is also regarded as having greatly contributed to 163 
coffee ring effect. It should be noticed that different wettability was little affected by the surface 164 
wettability under substrate heating. This is because temperature difference along solid-liquid 165 
interface dominates saline flow motion radially, which transport solvent from central bottom to 166 
the boundary for compensation. In this process, although wettability can affect flow along air-167 
liquid interface, but weak. The flow motion of air-liquid interface is mainly influenced by capillary 168 
flow passively.  169 
 170 
Fig.8 Schematic diagram for the mechanism of coffee ring effect and reversing internal flow by localized heating. 171 
When it comes to localized heating, even though there is an evident temperature difference 172 
along liquid-air interface at 25C, the local heating allows the apex of saline droplet to absorb the 173 
more energy. Therefore, surface temperature distribution is most likely opposite, which means 174 
temperature along the edge becomes the coolest, while apex is the highest temperature point. Such 175 
temperature difference results in more solvent losing at the apex than other position. More solvent 176 
must flow from periphery to apex to compensate losing solute at apex as Fig.8 (b). Therefore, most 177 
 
   
solvent are hanging around apex area through the evaporation process. With droplet height 178 
decreasing, hanging particles drop down gradually and most salts gathered at central area, forming 179 
a dot-like pattern. Eventually, changes in surface temperature gradients lead to the changes of 180 
internal flow. Compare to the substrate heating in different temperature ranges conducted by other 181 
researchers[30, 31], which generally transit deposition patterns from ring-like structure to dual ring 182 
and uniform, local heating and substrate heating both attempt to control the distribution of droplet 183 
deposition patterns by balancing Marangoni flow and capillary flow. However, local heating 184 
shows potential to actively control the distribution of deposit patterns than that of substrate heating, 185 
which exhibits more potential for applications. 186 
Moreover, in the case of local heating, Marangoni flow dominates flow motion of saline 187 
droplet due to the temperature difference along air-liquid interface. Therefore, even though Deegan 188 
et al. [32]observed that Marangoni flow, fundamentally influencing by surface tension, is weak for 189 
water based droplet, that does not mean factors affecting surface tension need to be ignored in the 190 
case of local heating. Wettability, as one significant factor affecting surface tension, also need to 191 
be considered. Meanwhile, surface tension is the tendency of fluid surfaces to shrink into the 192 
minimum surface which makes droplet tends to be spherical. Therefore, the surface area of saline 193 
droplet of hydrophobic one is bigger than that of hydrophilic one. The surface free energy increases 194 
with surface area, resulting in the increase of surface tension. On the other hand, in the field of 195 
heat transfer, the surface tension gradient also results from a temperature gradient. The surface 196 
tension of liquids decreases as temperature increases. When the saline droplet is heated from apex, 197 
molecules flow from apex to the contact line along the air-liquid interface, which is a tendency to 198 
impede the internal flow of saline droplet, to some extent, preventing the compensation for the 199 
evaporation loss on the apex. In this process, wettability and local heating both make contribution 200 
 
   
to surface tension, which is sometimes refer to as the Marangoni effect. [33] Therefore, on the 201 
hydrophobic surface, it is very likely that the surface tension overcomes the internal flow, so that 202 
some of the saline particles are finally dispersed between the edge and the centre, making the 203 
deposition pattern more uniform than that of hydrophilic one. 204 
5 Conclusion 205 
The distribution of droplet deposition patterns with both local and substrate heating on 206 
different wettability have been conducted. Experimental results show that evaporations start from 207 
CCR mode, then switch to CCA mode, CCR mode occupies most of the evaporation process. In 208 
substrate heating, the deposition patterns of saline on both hydrophobic and hydrophilic surface 209 
exhibit ring-like structure along contact line. This mainly because of the compensation for the 210 
evaporation losses along contact line due to temperature gradient along air-liquid surface. For local 211 
heating, ring-like structure switches to dot-like pattern by reversing internal flow. While for 212 
hydrophilic surface, Marangoni effect also needs to be considered. To some extent, the surface 213 
tension can balance the internal flow induced by localized heating from apex even in water-based 214 
solution. This work not only shows the potential for suppress internal flow, but also the opportunity 215 
for making deposition pattern more uniform. 216 
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